
Your charity for Scotland’s environment

Beautiful Scotland celebration event
Thursday 17 September 2020

Very weird not organizing ceremony, polishing trophies, framing certificates, 
organizing photo slots and deciding what to wear – I’m missing it!
Instead, virtual celebration – our opportunity to thank and recognise your efforts and 
to bring you all together
Very strange year but everyone at KSB has been blown away by all your selfless 
efforts to connect and brighten up your community despite the restrictions.
Get you in the mood for a celebration – film made at 50th award ceremony 4 years 
ago – look out for some familiar faces!
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Resize videos to be full screen 
if you are using one 
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Your charity for Scotland’s environment

2020 Beautiful Scotland 
Our highlights

When lockdown started – quite despondent – could we do anything to keep you 
supported, encouraged and connected???
Quick learning curve for me!
You’ve all inspired me, kept me going and helped me rise to the challenge!
Few of our highlights
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The newsletter
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Success is down to you!

Sharing your stories

Massive thank you to Stan and John for 
weekly contributions

Thank you to you for sharing your inspiring stories
The judges for sharing expertise – especially Stan and John
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#GrowASeed
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Colin Ainsworth’s creation!

Encouraging everyone to grow

Groups getting their communities 
growing

Sharing through social media

Lockdown!
Colin & his wife – simple video demonstration
Groups: Bonnie Blantyre, Blooming Inverkip, Winchburgh - encouraging and 
empowering people young and old to grow through growing kits, taking part in 
#GrowASeed; infectious!
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Give Covid the Boot
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Groups inspired to create their own 
videos – connecting their community

Many of you had fun creating videos for our Give Covid the Boot call out – we loved 
watching and sharing them, especially the ones from Broughty Ferry in Bloom and 
Bonnie Blantyre who linked up lots of groups…and had a lot of fun along the way.
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Virtual Q&A sessions
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Topics covered so far

Keeping your group going

Engaging young people

Litter and how we can help you

Pollinators

Gardeners’ Question Times

I dreaded starting these as everything was new to me.

Love them and how you’re all interacting and sharing with each other – thank you to 
everyone who has taken part.
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Judge & assessor 
garden competition

First time & first time online

Lots of entries

Colin Ainsworth and Liz Stewart joint 
winners!

Thanks to Keith Jackson, UK judge for the idea!
Thanks to the judges and assessors for putting their gardens up for scrutiny
Congrats to Liz and Colin – joint winners
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Contact from our 
judges
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Emails and phone calls

Making you feel connected and valued

Expert help and advice

Thank you to our judges!

No visits this year– offered contact from our volunteer judges
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Virtual celebration 
events
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Beautiful Scotland celebration

12 November: Annual seminar and 
celebration

First time trying these – not the same but delighted we can bring you together
12 Nov event – for everyone..more details to follow.
Certificates of Recognition from RHS and KSB to come – our way of saying thank you
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Your charity for Scotland’s environment

2020 Beautiful Scotland 
Your highlights

Your highlights – selected a few but you’ll see a lot more on the virtual tours and the 
photo loop – these will also be sent round after.
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Rainbows

Colour and hope

Kinnesswood in Bloom: flower rainbow

Brighter Bothwell: rainbow signs and 
Knitted Hearts of Hope

Lots of you spread hope through rainbow displays and adding crafted colour.
Kinnesswood in Bloom’s flower rainbow
Brighter Bothwell emailed rainbows to all their members to display; knitted hearts of 
hope appeared around the town from crafters and children; businesses got involved 
too
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Helping those in 
need
Food growing and provisions

Aberdeen - Airyhall school

Muthill in Bloom: phone box food larder 
– story picked up worldwide!

Uddingston – Viewpark Allotments

So many of you have gone above and beyond to ensure your communities are looked 
after
Airyhall School – have an allotment: Primary 7 pupils suggested they donate the 
produce to the local foodbank
Muthill in Bloom – turned phone box into food larder – farmers, residents and 
businesses donated
Viewpark Allotments - helped feed over 130 families everyday, helped with a 

local church project also feeding the local community, and helped with 
essential products for children at a Hospital in Glasgow. Incredible.
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Social media

Photos, messages, quizzes, videos

Brighter Bervie: 16,600 views on facebook
with daily photo albums through lockdown

Bonnie Blantyre: frequent posts -
competitions, encouragement, fun 
videos….the list is endless!

North Berwick in Bloom: virtual tulip festival

Use of social media to connect and give hope to people: Brighter Bervie used 
facebook during the 10 core weeks of lockdown to post daily photo galleries featuring 
their gardening and related activities - attracted 16,600 views! 
Bonnie Blantyre – frequent posts cheering people up; encouraging them to grow, fun 
videos and photos of Susan and Margaret as bees – group mascot
North Berwick in Bloom’s virtual tulip festival – digital leaflet so residents could enjoy 
and learn/discover when out walking; video tours.
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Litter picking

Rising to the challenge

The Winchburgh Wombles

East Haven litter patrols

Great British September Clean
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/springclean

Like a lot of groups; litter been an issue as more people enjoying our green and blue 
spaces.
Winchburgh exemplar with it’s Wombles initiative
East Haven – litter patrols; individuals like in Milngavie going above and beyond.
Reminder to join in the Great British September Clean – details on this webpage
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Thank you displays

Local authority involvement

East Lothian Council teams in North 
Berwick and Dunbar created these 
stunning displays

Thank you displays for NHS key workers and volunteers – Dunbar’s picked up by 
national media!
Know a lot of groups have created their own thank you messages – e.g. painted 
stones/planters
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Thank you displays

Kinnesswood in Bloom’s 
essential worker figures

Thank you
Used to engage with children

Had to mention KiB – group created figures to thank essential workers; school 
children did homework on keyworkers – great education tool
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Keeping the colour

Bonnie Dundee

Growing on and planting out 1,750 
plants – KSB colours for 2020 theme!

Handing out 95 packets wildflower 
seeds

Collaborating with others. Learnt “we 
can work on our own but more 
enjoyable together!”

2021 - “We can’t wait to get started!”

Thank you to all of you for keeping your communities cheerful.
Bonnie Dundee: Going to cancel plant order, but decided people would benefit from 
Dundee’s streets remaining colourful and kept going. There were challenges; but 
thankfully Broughty Ferry in Bloom were able to help out. I love this quote that 
‘despite what this year has brought, the group can’t wait to get started in 2021!
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Taking over council 
areas

Growing Kirkcaldy
Added colour to the Town House and 
bus station

Council’s have been even more restricted in what they could do – many of you have 
risen to the challenge:

Growing Kirkcaldy took over areas in town council couldn’t plant up this year –
around Town House and at Bus station.
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Encouraging 
everyone to get 
growing!

Bonnie Blantyre

Sunflower competition – 160 certificates 
Growing kits

“Growing for us means hope. We are 
not through this pandemic yet, but 
we'll all keep going and growing. We'll 
get there together”

So many of you have been doing this – lots of sunflower competitions, growing kits 
and people adopting plants.

Had to mention Bonnie Blantyre (especially Susan and Margaret) and their incredible 
energy and enthusiasm for getting everyone growing – pinched this quote from your 
facebook page!
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Helping our 
pollinators

It’s been the year for wildlife!

Blairgowrie & Rattray in Bloom

Coupar Angus Pride of Place

The People’s Project - Dumfries

Thank you for all you’ve been doing: maintaining and enhancing pollinator beds; 
moving towards more sustainable planting
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Maintenance!

The ongoing tasks

Weeding

Watering

Mulching

Pruning

Painting…

And if that wasn’t enough, you’ve all been getting on with the daily tasks that often 
go un-noticed…we notice!

My favourite story is from Flourishing Forth in South Lan: group couldn’t cerate its 
usual hanging baskets and planters…..pensioners have got involved and are now 
tidying up and have adopted planters which they are keeping painted.
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Community Spirit

The silver lining of lockdown –
Lauder in Bloom

Time and space to appreciate wildlife

Time to tend our own gardens

New faces filling gaps when people 
shielding

Wonderful community spirit

Plant swap to rehome plants

Finally – wanted to finish on this from Lauder in Bloom….the community spirit!

For many of us the silver lining of lockdown was giving us the time and space 

to really appreciate the amazing wildlife around us and many of us, for once, 

had time to tend to our own gardens too! We were very fortunate in Lauder 

that although many of our Team had to self-isolate or were shielding, many 

new faces stepped up to help fill the gaps. The community spirit was 

wonderful! Our free Plant Swap area allowed people to leave unwanted plants 

or gardening bits & bobs for anyone else to make use of. This has been extra 

popular this year, with more and more people gardening and yet unable to get 

to garden centres. A great way of re-homing plants with added feel good 

factor!
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THANK YOU FROM 

KEEP SCOTLAND BEAUTIFUL

Please give yourselves a massive round of applause.
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Your charity for Scotland’s environment

Virtual Tours

First time we’ve done this – massive thank you to those of you who have created 
tours of your projects. 
We’ve also got tours of national gardens, places of interest and other attractions. 
In a couple of minutes I’ll send an email to the two contacts I have for each group. 
This will have a document with all the tour information and links – please forward on 
to everyone.
Have until 4pm to watch the tours that interest you.
From 3.30pm you can also log back in here where the 2020 photo loop will be 
running.
See you all back here at 4pm!
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Thank you

Keep Scotland Beautiful is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO): Number SC030332. Copyright © Keep Scotland Beautiful 2020.  All rights reserved. 

Juliette Camburn:

T: 07720 090 560
E: Juliette.camburn@keepscotlandbeautiful.org

@KSBScotland @KSBScotland

Your charity for Scotland’s environment
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